Playing in

‘the SandBox’
Radar team’s dynamic technologies help reduce crash-to-rescue time
By Sheila Pursglove

in addition to its search
and rescue missions,
the National Radar

Analysis Team also

supported the response
to Hurricane Harvey

with a live aerial picture
of the storm.

I

n Greek mythology, Icarus plummeted into the sea after flying too
near the sun with wings made of
feathers and wax.
His name lives on in ICARUS, an
aircraft crash detection and alerting
near-real-time system to be launched
this year, developed by Civil Air
Patrol’s world-class National Radar
Analysis Team. This live radar data
analysis system, which feeds incoming
data into a scoring matrix, will alert
NRAT members within 15 minutes
of a potential crash when it senses an
abrupt end to an aircraft’s radar track.
The ICARUS computer modeling
system will show a constant flow of
radar data, look at every track it creates
and analyze when and why that track
stopped — taking into account factors

such as weather, time of day, terrain
and much more, even simply the fact
that the pilot has landed at an airport.
ICARUS is just one of many challenging projects for the radar team,
which since its inception in 2009 has
racked up an impressive 535 total missions, 237 finds and 32 saves.
The team’s activities are two-fold:
(1) the ongoing task of providing radar
analysis support to the Air Force Rescue Coordination Center in searches
for missing aircraft, and (2) the effort
of turning innovative concepts into
working systems and tools — all
with the goal of shortening crash-torescue time.
Ten highly specialized members
with skills in radar analysis, software
development and programming and

other unique aviation and communications skills make up NRAT — the
most experienced such team in the
world. They hail from the U.S. Air
Force and the Federal Aviation
Administration as well as various segments of the aviation community,
including experienced pilots. Despite
living in various cities across the country, team members unite electronically
within minutes when duty calls.
When not working on at least one
weekly mission, members are busy
behind the scenes developing unique
tools that allow them to conduct their
analysis faster and with more precision.
“Since our developers and programmers have full-time jobs and do this
on the side, it’s always much faster to
come up with fantastic ideas than it is
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iCARUS, an aircraft

system developed by the

National Radar Analysis

Team, features this

Mission SandBox. once

activated, the SandBox

helps CAP incident

teams watch where

search aircraft are flying

in real time.

Colored Dots
Raw radar data,

called native hits, are

Here, members of Civil Air Patrol’s National

returns. There are

Radar Analysis Team work on a mission

three types:

for the Air Force Rescue Coordination

1. if an object is not

Center. The team consists of 10 highly

“squawking” it’s a blue

specialized CAP members with skills in

radar analysis, software development and

dot, a primary target

programming and other aviation and

for radar specialists.

communications specialties.

2. A reinforced radar

message is a green
dot, where analysts

get dots that represent

to bring them to life,” said Lt. Col. John
Henderson, the team’s vice commander,
whose base of operations is near McChord
Air Force Base, Washington. “Some of our
ideas, like ICARUS, are very complex and
take a lot of planning and hundreds of
programming hours.
“Part of ICARUS is the SandBox we got
working last year. With this system, we can
quickly set up a virtual ‘box’ anywhere in the
country to support a search and rescue mission, natural disaster mission or exercise.”
On the mission side, last year was an
exceptionally busy one for the team, with 90
missing aircraft missions, 50 credited finds
and seven saves.
“We also supported two major disasters

different radar returns
but no identity of the

craft. During a rescuetracking operation
specialists weed

out all the tracks, a

challenging process
of elimination.

3. Beacon-only replies

are red dots, indicating
to analysts the radar
energy is not able to
reach the target.
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— hurricanes Harvey and Irma — with a
live air picture we call the Mission SandBox,
and supported several live-fly CAP exercises
with our SandBox aircraft tracking system,”
Henderson said.
During the rescue and recovery efforts
following Hurricane Harvey, a CAP command post leader used the team’s SandBox
in the Texas State Operations Center so the
state’s imagery coordinator and National
Guard aircraft coordinator could see it.
When a chemical plant northeast of Houston that had exploded a few days earlier
reignited, radar team technology showed a
CAP aircraft was on an image collection
sortie nearby — and it was quickly redirected
to collect imagery of this new priority target.

The CAP command post leader
reported that officials in the Lone Star
State were very impressed with the
technology.
Other 2017 successes include the
January rescue of a couple who
crashed a Cirrus SR22 in the snowy
wilds of Colorado, followed shortly
afterward by the rescue of three people
from a downed Cessna 180 in southcentral Alaska; and a plane crash survivor rescue in Idaho in September, in
which the team analyzed and
processed about 1.2 million radar targets in 30 minutes to determine the
downed Glasair GlaStar’s correct radar
track and pinpoint its location, leading
rescuers to the site. The Mission SandBox was also used to direct a helicopter fighting a local forest fire to the
crash site to confirm the location.
“These same tracks we produce for
SandBox’s use will be used in the
ICARUS system,” Henderson said.
“Bringing this system online is still a
couple of months away, but it’s our
No. 1 priority.”
With ADS-B (Automatic Dependent Surveillance-Broadcast) technology
— a precise satellite-based system
using GPS information coupled with
data from ground stations — being
installed in all CAP planes by 2020,
another team priority is to use the
ADS-B data feed to supplement raw
radar data and help identify objectives
more quickly.
“It will also help facilitate a request
from the CAP National Operations
Center, which would like to use our
SandBox system to track all CAP aircraft nationwide,” Henderson said.
“We never get bored and always
feel a great sense of accomplishment,”
he said. s

Mission (Not) Impossible

A typical mission follows this scenario:

• All team members receive texts and emails from CAP’s

Web Mission information Reporting System after the Air

Force Rescue Coordination Center activates the team for a mission.

• Within minutes, team members chat on the team-built collaboration website.

• The on-call lead makes a data request for radar and weather info, tailor-made
for the mission.

• one team member checks the FAA’s air traffic control system’s tracking data
sources for clues.

• Another member starts the mission page — a gathering and dissemination
point for all analysis data — on the website.

• AFRCC, CAP’s National Cell Phone Forensics Team, radar team members

and eventually the CAP incident commander all collaborate on NRAT-Chat.

• When the radar/weather data comes back — with all team members

receiving it at the same time — in about 10 minutes, team members use
team-developed tools to start analyzing the information, looking through
millions of radar targets for the right set of dots.

• once the track is found, the team builds products to send to AFRCC
and the field. Some are interactive tools on the website; some are
stand-alone products.

• The team activates the Mission SandBox so the CAP incident team can
watch where search aircraft are flying in real time.

• The whole scenario can take as little as 20 to 30 minutes or as long as several
hours or days, depending on the situation and accuracy of information.

Meet the National Radar Analysis Team
Lt. Col. Mark Young
NRAT Commander
CAP Experience — 16 Years

2nd Lt. Argon Helm
2nd Lt. Joe Berry
Software Programmer
Radar Data Analyst
AF/CAP Experience — 25 Years AF/CAP Experience — 29 Years

Lt. Col. John Henderson
Vice Commander
Radar Data Analyst/Software
Developer
USAF/CAP Experience — 37
Years
SAR Missions — 650+

2nd Lt. Joe Ashworth
Senior Member Rick Austin
Radar Data Analyst
Radar Data Analyst
FAA/CAP Experience — 18 Years FAA/CAP Experience — 20 Years

Capt. Guy Loughridge
Radar Data Analyst/Software
Programmer
CAP Experience — 17 Years
SAR Missions — 500+

2nd Lt. Robert Roane
Radar Data Analyst — Adviser
FAA/CAP Experience — 20
Years

Col. Greg Cortum
Senior Mentor — Policy
Adviser
CAP Experience — 21 Years

2nd Lt. Mark Keene
Radar Data Analyst
AF/CAP Experience — 15 Years
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